
HAIR CARE PRODUCT CATALOGUE



EXCLUSIVELY PROFESSIONAL TOTAL BEAUTY

Founded in 1967, Montibello is today the Spanish professional Cosmetics company with 

greatest international projection and one of the few companies which incorporates the 

concept of total beauty as the fundamental pivot of its business. Its mission: for its clients 

and consumers to live unique beauty experiences. 

Our brand is synonymous with innovation, quality, closeness and support in professional 

hairdressing and beauty sectors, with a great technological capacity and a clear innovative 

vision which is applied in the development of the different product lines. Also, in the 

creation of tools and advanced training systems to give support to the development of 

our clients.

Our expansion on an international level is a fact. The brand’s products are present in 

many countries in Europe, America and Asia, widely implanted and notably successful 

in these markets.

We have a large team of professionals who make it possible that, day after day, thousands 

of hairdressing salons and beauty centres continue to trust our brand, situating us in the 

first positions in the market.



CROMATONE
PERMANENT HAIR COLOURING

CROMAXTREM
High intensity direct colourants 
to obtain copper/coppery, red/
reddish and purple tones of a 
great purity, both on natural 
and coloured hair.

3 units x 60 g

CROMATONE
The perfection of colour. A technologically 
advanced oxidation colouration process, 
reliable and of a high quality, with which you 
can feel safe at all times. A palette of bright 
colours, a level of uniformity, colour intensity, 
duration and seamless comfort for an expert 
colour service without limits. It incorporates 
the SCP (Soya Color Protect) complex which 
magnifies the results of the colour and 
guarantees an excellent treatment and 
maximum respect for the hair fibre. Colours 
which are even from roots to tips, intense 
highlights, hues which are sharper and more 
luminous, excellent covering of grey hair and 
hair which is healthier and softer. It should be 
mixed with the Oxibel cream oxidant in the 
proportion 1:1. All the CROMATONE tones can 
be mixed with each other.

3 units x 60 g

CROMATONE METEORITES  
BLONDE - SUPERBLONDE
A selection of creams that lift hair colour by up to 4 shades 
(Blonde range) or up to 5 shades  (Superblonde range) to 
achieve ultra-luminous blondes with multidimensional tones 
and flawless, even colour results. 
Reveals rejuvenated, brighter, purer blonde shades with a 
luminous aura and provides satin shine, leaving hair silky to 
the touch.

3 units x 60 g

The first and only colour platform that illuminates and rejuvenates blonde hair thanks to the dual LUMIPLEX system.
LUMIPLEX consists of two powerful technologies: 
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OXIBEL ACTIVATING CREAM
OXIDISING AGENT IN CREAM

OXIBEL ACTIVATING CREAM
Hair oxidising product in cream for preparing hair tints, colour rinses (tone-on-
tone) and decolouring processes. Formulated specially to protect hair, it is ideal for 
obtaining the right texture for each technical colouring or decolouring process. It 
facilitates coverage and colour evening in the tinting processes.

0C7 -   1000 ml - 2% (7 VOLS.)

0C12 - 1000 ml - 3,75% (12,5 VOLS.)

0C20 - 1000 ml - 6% (20 VOLS.)

0C30 - 1000 ml - 9% (30 VOLS.)

0C40 - 1000 ml - 12% (40 VOLS.)
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PLATIBLANC ADVANCED
HAIR DECOLOURING PROGRAMME

EXTREME BLOND
Dust-free bleaching powder that 
achieves intense results to create the 
most extreme blonde shades. Contains 
ammonia. Lavender fragrance. Up to 9 
levels of lift. Suitable for any technique.

PAEB5D - 500 g x 2

The PLATIBLANC ADVANCED range is formulated with Pomegranate Oil Omega-5 to revitalise the hair and protect the scalp. Neutralises free radicals and has a soothing 
effect on the scalp, and also contains the exclusive GlucAmino Complex, which provides protection to prevent moisture loss during the lightening process while softening and 
conditioning the hair.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE HAIR CARE THROUGH BIOSCIENCE BASED ON 
ALGAE TO TARGET THE EIGHT SIGNS OF HAIR AND SCALP WELLNESS.

· Hydration · Nutrition · Balance · Strength · Colour protection
· Frizz control · Volume · Shine

Clean, vegan 
formulas

Dermatologically- 
tested

formulas

Fully-recyclable  
packaging and plastic 
reduced by three tons

Free from sulphates, 
parabens and 

mineral oils

Up to 97% 
natural 

ingredients
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HOP COLOUR

COLOUR LAST SHAMPOO
COLOUR PROLONGING SHAMPOO FOR 
COLOURED HAIR. 

Helps to seal colour into the hair fibre for 
longer and prevent colour loss. Hair glows 
with long-lasting, more intense, shinier 
colour.

HCS3 - 300 ml
HCS1 - 1000 ml

COLOUR LAST MASK
COLOUR PROTECTING MASK FOR 
COLOURED HAIR. 

Prolongs colour, moisturises and repairs 
from deep within. Radiant shine and longer-
lasting colour intensity.

HCM2 - 200 ml
HCM5 - 500 ml

COLOUR LAST RINSE 
COLOUR PROLONGING CONDITIONER FOR 
COLOURED HAIR. 

Seals the cuticle and protects the hair from 
colour loss. For hair that is lighter, more 
manageable and shiny.

HCB2 - 200 ml
HCB7 - 750 ml

Moisturising and protective routine that extends the lifespan of coloured hair, enriched with Ferulic Acid, a powerful plant-
based antioxidant with an intense moisturising effect that protects against free radicals and solar radiation and extends the 
duration of colour and shine.



HOP
TRANSFORMING WELL-AGEING TREATMENTS

HOP INTENSIFIER
BASE FOR FINE TO MEDIUM HAIR.      
Mix the product using the aplicator bottle:
4 pumps of the recommended intensifier + 
1 pump of the recommended concentrate. 
Apply directly and leave the product between 
7 and 10 minutes and rinse.

HBFM1 - 1000 ml

HOP INTENSIFIER
BASE FOR MEDIUM TO COARSE HAIR.      
Mix the product using the aplicator bottle:
4 pumps of the recommended intensifier + 
1 pump of the recommended concentrate. 
Apply directly and leave the product between 
7 and 10 minutes and rinse.

HBMC1 - 1000 ml

Un tratamiento spa antienvejecimiento personalizado para abordar las principales necesidades individuales del cabello 
de tus clientes.



HOP
TRANSFORMING WELL-AGEING TREATMENTS

HOP RECHARGE
COLOUR CONCENTRATE. 
(Concentrate for colour and shine 
retention).      
Restores the hair’s external layer, protecting 
it from oxidative stress, making hair colour 
last longer and boosting the vibrancy and 
shine of hair.

HBICS7 - 750 ml

HOP RECHARGE
SMOOTHING CONCENTRATE. 
(Concentrate for softness).      
Forms a protective barrier to lock in moisture, 
add softness and keep frizz under control, 
even in high humidity.

HBIS7 - 750 ml

HOP RECHARGE
STRENGTHENING CONCENTRATE.
(Strengthening concentrate).      
Recovers the hair’s internal structure, 
improving elasticity and resistance to 
breakage in fragile and/or damaged hair.

HBIST7 - 750 ml
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